The detection and alignment of locally conserved regions (motifs) in multiple sequences can provide insight into protein structure, function, and evolution. A new Gibbs sampling algorithm is described that detects motif-encoding regions in sequences and optimally partitions them into distinct motif models; this is illustrated using a set of immunoglobulin fold proteins. When applied to sequences sharing a single motif, the sampler can be used to classify motif regions into related submodels, as is illustrated using helix-turn-helix DNA-binding proteins. Other statistically based procedures are described for searching a database for sequences matching motifs found by the sampler. When applied to a set of 32 very distantly related bacterial integral outer membrane proteins, the sampler revealed that they share a subtle, repetitive motif. Although BLAST (Altschul SF et al., 1990, J Mol Biol 215:403-410) fails to detect significant pairwise similarity between any of the sequences, the repeats present in these outer membrane proteins, taken as a whole, are highly significant (based on a generally applicable statistical test for motifs described here). Analysis of bacterial porins with known trimeric 0-barrel structure and related proteins reveals a similar repetitive motif corresponding to alternating membrane-spanning 0-strands. These &strands occur on the membrane interface (as opposed to the trimeric interface) of the &barrel. The broad conservation and structural location of these repeats suggests that they play important functional roles.
Sequence similarity, found using either pairwise alignment, multiple alignment, or motif detection methods, often yields the first clues to protein structure and function. The detection of weakly conserved patterns (motifs) among distantly related sequences can be particularly informative because they often correspond to structurally or functionally important residues. Such information is useful for targeting specific sites for in vitro mutagenesis and in classifying diverse proteins according to implied structural and/or mechanistic similarities. Alignment profiles of conserved regions have been useful for detecting very distant relationships (Gribskov et al., 1987 (Gribskov et al., , 1990 Luthy et al., 1994) and, when compiled into profile databases, can be useful for screening new sequences for motifs , 1994 .
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Pairwise and multiple sequence analysis methods for detecting similarity between relatively closely related sequences have been available for some time now (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970; Smith & Waterman, 1981; Pearson & Lipman, 1988; Altschul et al., 1990 ; for a review of multiple alignment methods see Chan et al., 1992) . Only more recently, however, have efficient methods been developed that can detect subtle similarities common to large sets of distantly related or (possibly) evolutionarily unrelated sequences (Lawrence et al., 1993; Neuwald & Green, 1994) . The development of these methods has been motivated by the current rapid increase in sequence data because relatively large sets (containing, for example, more than 15 sequences) are needed for weakly conserved patterns to reach statistical significance. Lawrence et al. (1993) describe a Gibbs sampling strategy for detecting conserved patterns in multiple sequences that is a stochastic analog of earlier expectation-maximization methods (Lawrence & Reilly, 1990; Cardon & Stormo, 1992) and that is closely related to (EM-based) hidden Markov model multiple sequence alignment methods (Baldi et al., 1994; Krogh et al., 1994) , which, unlike the Gibbs sampler, permit gaps anywhere in the sequences. This Gibbs sampler (which is referred to here as the site sampler) addresses the problem of finding motifs when the number of occurrences of each motif in each sequence is assumed. Using such prior information, when justified, can greatly assist in the identification of subtle motifs.
Here we describe a new Gibbs strategy, called motif sampling, that addresses the problem of detecting motifs when little prior information about the number of occurrences of each motif is available. This is important because often some of the sequences under investigation may not contain the motifs common to the remaining sequences or the sequences may share varying numbers of repetitive motifs. In contrast to the site sampler, which iteratively samples sites for each motif, the motif sampler iteratively samples motif models (or possibly no model) for each site and thereby optimally partitions motif-encoding regions into different motifs. It can also be used to classify related motifs (and the proteins containing them). Another Gibbs sampling strategy (column sampling), which is applied within the motif sampling algorithm, optimizes motif lengths.
Porins are a major class of bacterial integral outer membrane proteins (iomps) that serve as diffusion channels for nutrients, waste products, and antibiotics (Nikaido, 1992 (Nikaido, , 1994 Cowan, 1993) . X-ray and electron crystallographic analyses of four bacterial porins (the Rhodobacter capsulatus and Rhodopseudomonas blastica porins and Escherichia coli OmpF and PhoE) reveal that they form trimers of 16-stranded antiparallel @-barrels containing pores (Weiss et al., 1990; Jap et al., 1991; Cowan et al., 1992; Kreusch et al., 1994) . There is evidence that other iomps, for example, OmpA and some specific uptake channels, also exist as @-barrels (Morona et al., 1984; Vogel & Jahnig, 1986; Nikaido, 1992 and references therein). In such proteins many of the @-strands that traverse the outer membrane would be expected to share similar environments (a hydrophilic pore on one side of the @-sheet and membrane phospholipids on the other); therefore, it is possible that many iomps share repetitive motifs corresponding to these strands. Previous predictions of @-strands in outer membrane proteins have been limited to specific families and have relied on global multiple sequence alignments and biochemical heuristics (Jeanteur et al., 1991 (Jeanteur et al., , 1993 Schirmer & Cowan, 1993) . Here motif sampling is used to automatically detect patterns conserved among very distantly related outer membrane proteins (a statistical significance test is used to distinguish these patterns from chance similarities). When applied to bacterial porins of known structure and related proteins, the sampler detected similar repeats that correspond to alternating membranespanning 0-strands.
Results and discussion
Gibbs motif sampling for detecting multiple motifs and for detecting and classifying a single motif is illustrated using distantly related immunoglobulin fold proteins and helix-turn-helix DNAbinding proteins, respectively. It is then used to discover subtle, repetitive motifs in bacterial iomps.
Detecting multiple motifs: The immunoglobulin fold
The sampler's general applicability is illustrated by searching for multiple motifs in immunoglobulin fold proteins. The immunoglobulin fold is a structural domain present in many sequences including proteins that function in the immune system and cellcell recognition, in several types of receptor proteins, and in other proteins with various functions (Hunkapiller & Hood, 1986; Williams & Barclay, 1988; Kuma et al., 1991; Jones, 1993; Bork et al., 1994; Harpaz & Chothia, 1994) . It consists of about 100 residues forming two sets of antiparallel 0-strands usually stabilized by a disulfide bond. Members of the immunoglobulin superfamily have been assigned to four different sets, V, CI, C2 (Williams & Barclay, 1988) , and I (Harpaz & Chothia, 1994) , having several distinguishing features yet also sharing some structural and sequence similarities. This superfamily provides an excellent test of the motif sampling algorithm because the proteins are highly diverse and contain variable numbers of immunoglobulin domains (from one to four or more).
Proteins from the immunoglobulin fold superfamily (258 sequences) were retrieved from the SwissProt database (version 29) (Bairoch & Boeckmann, 1992) and, in order to devise a stringent test set, similar sequences were removed using PURGE with an MSP cutoff score of 60 (see Methods), thereby leaving a set of 47 distantly related proteins (with an average pairwise MSP score of 35). Three motifs were specified for the search. The sampler converged on alignments of 66, 35, and 63 segments in 32, 18, and 34 sequences, respectively (Fig. 1) . These correspond to the A"B, C, and E-F 0-strands of the immunoglobulin fold that were previously detected by a combination of pairwise alignment and visual inspection (Williams & Barclay, 1988; Harpaz & Chothia, 1994) and to conserved segments observed in V-and C2-type domains by Kuma et al. (1991) .
The alignments from these motifs were used to search the SwissProt database for additional (unknown) members of the immunoglobulin superfamily using SCAN with the order option (see Methods). Two viral proteins (VGL2-EBV and YF30-FOWPI) had highly significant matches to the motifs ( P = 0.00001 and 0.0000002, respectively) ( Fig. 2A) . Neither VGL2_EBV, which is a probable membrane glycoprotein (Mackett et al., 1990) , nor YF30-FOWP1, whose function is unknown, had significant BLAST matches ( P I 0.01 using a blosum62 scoring matrix) to any protein with Ig-like domains in the NCBl nonredundant database. Another protein, the sodium channel @, subunit from rat (CINB-RAT), showed marginally significant similarity to the motifs ( P = 0.03); the presence of an Ig-like domain was confirmed by further analysis (Fig. 2B) , which revealed weak yet significant, nearly global similarity to one protein, myelin PO, which is postulated to be the closest relative to the ancestral gene for the immunoglobulin superfamily (Lemke et al., 1988; Williams & Barclay, 1988) . Because all Ig-like domains appear to be involved in binding functions, it is worth noting that the sodium channel 0, subunit seems to exert its effects through binding to the sodium channel a subunit (Bennet et al., 1993) .
Motif classification: The hth motif
Proteins are classified at different levels of divergence (for example, into superfamilies, families, or subfamilies) depending on the amount of conserved sequence similarity. Similarly, a motif model that seeks to capture the distinguishing characteristics of a set of related sequences can be constructed at different levels of divergence with less stringent models corresponding to motif "superfamilies" and more stringent models corresponding to motif "families" or "subfamilies." The motif sampler can be used Three motifs detected in the immunoglobulin family. Using three 12-column models, each with an expectation of 90 sites, the sampler converged on the three alignments shown. These sequences contain many low complexity regions that were masked prior to analysis using the method of Wootton and Federhen (1993) . The predictive probabilities with which the sites match the motif are indicated. Asterisks (e) below the alignments denote columns selected by the column sampler (see to classify motifs in this way by choosing the appropriate pa-number of sites for each motif. The stringency of the search derameter specifications.
pends on the values chosen for these parameters. The construcAs described in the Methods, the motif sampler uses the foltion of more general models (tending toward superfamilies) is lowing search parameters: k , the number of motif models; favored by specifying a small number of models each with relCi=, , , , k r the number of columns (i.e., the minimum motif atively few columns and a high number of expected sites (say width) for each of the k models; and ei,, , . . k , the expected k = 1, C, = 12, and el = 2 or more per sequence more specific models (tending toward subfamilies) are favored when the number of motif models and the number of columns are increased and the expected number of sites is decreased. It is important to stress, however, that (due to its Bayesian statistical basis) the sampler will only subclassify a motif when warranted by the data (despite the parameter settings selected).
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Motif classification is illustrated using the hth motif (Brennan & Matthews, 1989; Pabo & Sauer, 1992; Treisman et al., 1992) , which is present in many DNA-binding proteins including the XylS/AraC (Gallegos et al., 1993) , GalR/LacI (Weickert & Adhya, 1992), LuxR (Stout et al., 1991) , and LysR (Viale et al., 1991) families. A diverse set of 90 known and putative hth proteins was selected from the SwissProt (version 30), PIR (release 42) (Barker et al., 1993) , and GenBank (release 85) (Benson et al., 1993) databases. When the motif sampler was run on this set using low stringency parameter settings ( k = 1, CI = 12, and e, = 150), 100 sites in 84 of the 90 sequences were detected (Fig. 3) . On the other hand, when the parameters were set to more stringent settings ( k = 3, C,,,.. = 18, and e i , , , . . 3 = 20) three distinct hth submotifs were detected: 17 sites in 17 proteins from the luxR family, 18 sites in 18 proteins from the lysR family, and 47 sites in 44 sequences from several other hth protein families (Fig. 3) . Notably, the Bacillus subtilis CitR protein (BSCITRA-1) (Jin & Sonenshein, 1994) appears t o contain two distinct types of motifs: a LysR-family motif near the N-terminus and a "multiple family" motif near the C-terminus.
A repetitive motif in bacterial iomps
Thirty-two bacterial iomps, which are or might be involved in substrate uptake, were selected from the SwissProt, PIR, and GenBank databases for analysis. These particular proteins were chosen because they constitute an extremely diverse set sharing no significant pairwise similarity; BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990 ) using a blosum62 scoring matrix (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992) is unable to detect significant similarity ( P c 0.01) between any of these sequences. Using an 1 1-column model (about 11 residues are needed to span the outer membrane), the sampler consistently converges on an alignment of about 130 segments (Fig. 4) , with the number of repeats detected in individual proteins varying from one to nine. Note that the column sampler did not select a longer motif width, but maintained a contiguous motif model of 11 residues consistent with the length of the membrane-spanning &strands.
By the Wilcoxon statistical test (see Methods), the repeats present in these sequences (designated as the iomp motif) are clearly significant ( P < 0.oOOol); nevertheless, due to their subtle nature, it is difficult to decide whether or not certain sites actually match the motif. For this reason, it is helpful to consider the predictive probability of matching the motif returned by the sampler for each site (see Fig. 4 and Methods). Although by default only those sites with matching probabilities 20.5 are included in the alignment, it is sometimes informative to also examine sites with probabilities somewhat less than 0.5 (as is illustrated in Fig. 6 ) by using a program option.
The model obtained by the sampler suggests possible structural features of the corresponding protein regions. The alternating pattern of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues (Table 1A) is characteristic of amphipathic @-strands. Consistent with this, the three repeats detected in the POR-RHOCA protein (Fig. 4) , whose structure is known, correspond to membrane-spanning &strands. This relationship is explored further through analysis of several porins of known structure and related sequences (see below). The predominance of aromatic residues near one end of the motif is also characteristic of membrane-spanning @-strands; aromatic residues have been observed to flank membranespanning segments in a number of proteins (including several The alignment score of 161 was 16 standard deviations above the mean score for 10,000 alignments of shuffled sequences using the rdf2 program (Pearson & Lipman, 1988) .
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of the bacterial porins) where they are postulated to position the protein with respect to the lipid bilayer (Cowan, 1993) . The iomp repeats are similar to a conserved C-terminal outer membrane protein pattern described by Struyve et al. (1991) . In fact, 14 such C-terminal patterns were included in the alignment detected by the sampler (Fig. 4) . Thus, it appears that a pattern like that of Struyve et al. (1991) is also present at many internal locations in outer membrane proteins. These bacterial iomp repeats also show significant similarity to regions in several mitochondrial porins (to be described elsewhere; Mannella et al., 1 996). P 5 0.02 level ( Table 2 ). Assuming that these matches are biologically significant, what function might they imply? IgA-specific serine protease from Neisseria gonorrhoeae has a C-terminal helper domain that associates with the outer membrane to form a pore for excretion of the protease domain (Pohlner et al., 1987) . By analogy, perhaps the repeat regions correspond to pore-forming 0-strands involved in excretion of these proteins across the outer membrane. Notably, the OmpP repeats are located in the C-terminal half of the protein, which is protected from proteinase K digestion in intact cells (Kaufmann et al., 1994) (implying that it is in the membrane).
romp repeats in other bacterial membrane proteins Repeats in bacterial p o r k of known structure A SCAN search was performed on a set of 65 bacterial iomps from the SwissProt database having functions apparently unrelated to substrate uptake (and that were consequently not included in our initial set) in order to detect any additional proteins with the iomp motif. Two secreted proteases (OMPT-ECOLI, and OMPP-ECOLI) and a protein involved in the export and assembly of fimbrial subunits across the outer membrane (FAND-ECOLI) yielded matches that are significant at the The motif model obtained from the extremely diverse initial set of bacterial outer membrane proteins is likely to be highly generalized, and, conversely, repeats present in specific subfamilies of the outer membrane proteins are likely to share additional discriminating features. Therefore, in order to better characterize the repeats present in bacterial proteins that are related to the porins of known structure, a subset of the iomps was obtained and analyzed as follows. .
. Table 1B were deselected by the column sampler (see Methods).
A set of bacterial iomps, consisting of the 32 proteins analyzed above and related proteins, was searched for sequences having at least marginally significant BLASTP matches ( P 5 0.05) with one or more of the porins of known structure. This yielded a set of 25 proteins from which closely related sequences were removed using PURGE with a cutoff of 200 (because the E. coli porins with known structure [OmpF and PhoE] are closely re- a SCAN program parameters used were R,,, = 3, and R,,, = 6. lated, only OmpF was retained). When the motif sampler was applied to the remaining set of 19 sequences, an optimum alignment consisting of 70 segments with a motif width of 13 was found (Fig. 5 ) .
For each of the three porins with known structure, four repeats were detected having several notable characteristics. They correspond to alternating membrane-spanning &strands, which are oriented with their N-terminal ends outside of the bacterial cell and their C-terminal ends on the periplasmic side of the membrane (Fig. 6 ). These strands occur on the membrane interface (as opposed to the trimeric interface) of the porin &barrel (Fig. 6B) . Comparison of the iomp motif model with this porin motif model (Table l) reveals several similarities (e.g., alternating amphipathicity, and a predominance of aromatic residues near one end); the differences presumably reflect underlying functional distinctions.
Although these porin repeats may only function in pore formation and retention of the protein within the outer membrane, it is tempting to consider whether they might be involved in membrane insertion. This is suggested by the fact that deletion of the C-terminal segment of E. coli PhoE (which contains this motif) completely prevents incorporation of the protein into the outer membrane (Bosch et al., 1989; Struyve et al., 1991) . Insertion of a P-barrel structure into a membrane may be more difficult than insertion of a protein containing one or more hydrophobic membrane-spanning a-helices. In an a-helix, the
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** ** * * * ** * * ** * polarity of the peptide backbone is neutralized by hydrogen bonds internal to the helix, whereas for @-strands, the backbone dipolar moments are not neutralized until the strands become hydrogen bonded to adjacent strands. Therefore, if porin insertion requires specific facilitating factors, then perhaps these repeats serve as recognition signals for processive insertion of pairs of @-strands (one for each conserved repeat) into the membrane.
Conclusion
The selection of a particular sequence analysis method depends on the nature of the similarities one is attempting to detect and on the availability of relevant sequence data. The motif sampler addresses the problem of detecting subtle similarities in a relatively large, diverse set of related sequences. How does it differ from other methods (including the site sampler) and under what circumstances is it to be preferred? Lawrence et al. (1993) have compared Gibbs sampling with several other motif methods and this need not be reiterated here. More recently, however, some closely related methods that utilize HMM for multiple sequence alignment have been described (Baldi et al., 1994; Krogh et al., 1994) . Like Gibbs sampling, the HMM methods utilize one-to-many sequence comparisons in conjunction with an iterative procedure that eventually converges on an optimum alignment. Unlike the Gibbs methods, which are stochastically based, the HMM methods are EM based and consequently are more likely to get trapped in local optima. And, as currently implemented, their main application has been for gap-based global alignment of relatively closely related sequences. Because the Gibbs methods have been applied to detecting subtle block-based motifs, a more extensive comparison is not appropriate at this time. Nevertheless, as both the Gibbs and HMM methods are developed further, there is great potential for cross fertilization of ideas between the two approaches. Neuwald and Green (1994) describe an efficient method to search exhaustively for statistically significant patterns and to assemble the corresponding alignments. When no prior information concerning the input sequences is available, this method is often preferable over the Gibbs methods because it does not require specification of the number of types of motifs, their minimum lengths, or estimates of the number of occurrences of each motif. Because it does not use a probabilistic motif model, however, it may have difficulty detecting weakly conserved regions that lack sufficient exact matches to specific patterns. When prior information concerning the input sequences is available, or when searching for specific types of motifs, the Gibbs methods are preferable because they can use this information to constrain the search and increase sensitivity.
The choice between the site and motif samplers depends on the amount of prior information available. When the number and distribution of the motif sites is uncertain (as was the case for the iomps), the motif sampler is preferable because it only requires a prior rough estimate of the number of occurrences of each motif in the entire sequence set. When there is reason to suspect a specific number of occurrences for each motif in each sequence, however, this greater flexibility will result in a loss of sensitivity for two reasons: (1) because many ways of distributing the motif sites among the sequences must be considered; and (2) because groups of closely related (i.e., highly correlated) motif sites are more likely to bias the model against distantly related sites. Therefore, in this case, the site sampler is preferable because it can take advantage of this prior infor- Fig. 4 . Motif detected among bacterial iornps. Thirty-two distantly related bacterial iomps (see text) were searched for a single motif (1 1-column model) with a prior expectation of 130 repeats. C-termini are indicated with asterisks. The alignment is the optimal of 300 independent runs. Proteins are designated by their SwissProt, PIR, or GenBank identifiers, except for FopA, which is taken from Leslie et al. (1993). mation to decrease the uncertainty about the alignment and consequently yield greater sensitivity.
The original site sampler used an information per parameter (ipp) (Lawrence et al., 1993) criterion for determining optimum motif width. For statistical reasons, it could not be used for the motif sampler. Even for the site sampler, however, it does not necessarily yield optimum results. For example, the ipp values for the optimum pattern widths of 18-21 residues reported by Lawrence et al. (1993) for a set of 30 hth proteins can be exceeded by using a (biologically unrealistic) pattern width of 3. Width optimization by column sampling (which has also been added to the site sampler) avoids these problems and the need to perform multiple runs using different model widths.
Different methods often have complementary strengths, and the choice of which method to use depends on the nature of the search being conducted. A useful strategy for detecting motifs in uncharacterized protein families (where prior information is minimal) is to first perform a very broad search using, for example, the method of Neuwald and Green (1994) to get an initial idea about the numbers and types of motifs present. Then a more specific search can be performed that, depending on the nature of these motifs, uses one of the Gibbs samplers. Finally, the SCAN program can be used to search for other proteins matching the motifs found. Application of the appropriate tools in this way is useful for probing the relationships between distantly related sequences, which, in turn, helps to highlight key structural and mechanistic features important to protein function.
Methods
The statistical basis for the motif and column sampling algorithms and the Wilcoxon test is given in Liu et al. (1995) .
Motif sampling
The motif sampler partitions the input sequence into regions corresponding to a specified number of motif models, including a "null" model representing those regions that contain no motifs. To accomplish this, it maintains two evolving data structures for each of the (non-null) motifs: (1) an alignment of sequence segments; and (2) 
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residues at each position in the alignment with a small number of residue pseudocounts." The target probabilities are given by where c~,~ is the number of residues of type r at alignment position i (from l to the motif width w), b, is the number of pseudocounts of type r, cis the number of segments in the alignment, and b is the total number of residue pseudocounts. The pseudocounts are distributed among the br proportional to the background probabilities (q,) , which are just the amino acid frequencies in the input sequence set. The goal is to identify the most probable motif models by locating those alignments (called optimum alignments) that maximize the ratios of the corresponding target probabilities to the background probabilities (i.e., the likelihood ratios).
More specifically, consider k different motifs of lengths w I , w z , . . . , w k in a set of S sequences with lengths P I , Pz, . . . , P,, abilities. Let ni represent the number of sites that match the ith motif. Although the ni are initially unknown, given what is known about the biology of the sequences being analyzed and depending on the desired level of stringency (i.e., the amount of similarity shared by the segments in the alignment), a prior expectation e; for each ni can be made. (In Bayesian statistics e, t N, corresponds to the prior probability that the ith motif will occur at an arbitrary site in the sequences.) As described below and in the Appendix, the algorithm updates these prior expectations to posterior expectations as it adaptively learns from the data the number of segments corresponding to each motif.
The sampler is initialized by randomly selecting e; nonoverlapping segments for each motif kt,=, , . , k to create the initial alignments. Then it iteratively performs the following two steps.
(1) Select a site (in succeeding iterations, this step is applied to succeeding sites in the sequences); if this site is in one of the alignments, remove it and recalculate the target probabilities for the corresponding model. (2) Sample one of the models (possibly the null model) proportional to the likelihood that the selected site was derived from that model. In doing this, each model is weighted by the posterior probability p j that an arbitrary site belongs in that model (see Appendix) so that the j t h model is sampled proportional to -JJ-Pj
where si is the residue observed at the ith position of the segment at the site, qj,i,r is the target frequency for residue r a t position i of the j t h model, and q, is the background frequency of residue r. 
(IOMF). D: R. blastica porin (IPRN).
Intuitively, the reason this simple iterative procedure works tiguous columns w,,, L C, are used ("turned-on") in the is that the more accurate the models constructed in step 1, the residue frequency model. Then, using a column sampling promore accurate are the sites selected for those models in step 2 cedure, an initially contiguous C-column model is fragmented and vice versa. Consequently, once a few of the correct segments by iteratively applying the following two steps.
(1) Select an onhave been selected by chance the model favors the selection of column either at random or proportional to how information additional correct segments in further iterations, ultimately conpoor it is and turn it off. (2) Sample one of the wmax -C + 1 verging on the optimum alignment(s).
off-columns proportional to how information rich it is and turn it on. Specifically, the probability of sampling the ith column
Column sampling " Positions in a polypeptide chain that are important for protein structure or function often tolerate few substitutions. We describe these positions as being information rich because they contribute the most information about the locations of motifs. Well-conserved positions in locally aligned protein sequences, however, are often separated by less conserved (or information poor) positions. For example, the three most informative positions in an alignment of hth regions from DNA-binding proteins are separated by positions containing substantially less information (Fig. 7) . Consequently, because the sampler detects subtle patterns by optimizing the information content of the evolving motif model@), a more nearly optimum motif width may be obtained by using only the most informative positions. This is accomplished by introducing the notion of fragmentation where only C columns, out of a specified number of con- Liu et al. [199S] ). Thus, after each iteration, unless the same column happens to be chosen in both steps, a column of the evolving model will have moved. In order to avoid biasing the model toward longer widths, however, these column move operations need to be weighted, as is described in the Appendix. Alternating between column sampling and motif sampling can increase the likelihood of converging on the optimum alignment because as the motif sampler improves the evolving alignment this increases the column sampler's ability to locate the most informative columns and vice versa.
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Near-optimum sampling
For subtle motifs, there are often many closely related alignments that are near the optimum. Consequently, a motif site may not be present in the single best alignment found, even though it is present in many of the near-optimum alignments. In order to best identify those sites that are most likely to contain the motif, the following procedure (called near-optimum sampling) is used. After one or more independent runs (as specified by the user), the sampler is reinitialized with the sites obtained from the best alignment found (called the starting alignment). Then sampling continues from among the nearoptimum alignments for a sufficient number of cycles (e.g., 1,000-2,000). The fraction of times that a particular site is included in a motif model is the predictive probability that the site matches that motif. By default, those sites that are sampled at least 50% of the time are selected for the final alignment (50% is selected as a cutoff because these sites are more likely than not to contain the motif). During near-optimum sampling, the model's column configuration is fixed in the starting alignment state, the model's prior expectation (e,) is set equal to the observed number of segments in the starting alignment, and only those sites having a significant chance of matching the starting alignment model are considered. These modifications keep the sampler from wandering away from the ensemble of alignments that are closely related to the starting alignment. In instances where the sampler fails to find an optimum starting alignment, empirical analysis reveals 1629 that applying near-optimum sampling consistently improves the (final) alignment as measured by its likelihood ratio.
Wilcoxon signed rank test of significance
Because the sampler will find the best alignment present in the input sequences, even chance "motifs" can look convincing. Therefore, a statistical test is crucial to evaluating such alignments especially when the detected patterns are subtle. Because many parameters are optimized during the sampling procedure (i.e., the target probabilities and column configurations of the motif models, and the number of segments in the alignments), it is difficult to determine statistical significance analytically.
Consequently, we have developed a nonparametric test (Liu et al., 1995) that does not require a knowledge of the underlying probability distribution; it is based on the Wilcoxon (1945) signed rank test. This test requires a single control set of shuffled sequences having the same lengths and overall composition as the input sequences. Under the null hypothesis, sites in the final alignment are just as likely to be drawn from the test set as from the control set. The statistical significance of motifs is measured by determining whether an excess of the best sites was drawn from the test set as follows.
The motif sampler is applied to an input set consisting of both the test and the control sequences. Then the m segments in the final alignment are ranked by decreasing near-optimum sampling frequency (for example, the segments sampled least and most frequently have rank 1 and m, respectively) and control set ranks are given a negative sign. Under the null hypothesis, the mean rank is expected to be near zero, but if the test sequences contain a statistically significant motif, then a significantly large positive mean rank will be found (as determined using a normal approximation or an exact table derived by Wilcoxon [1945] ). This test can also be used with the Gibbs site sampler by pairing each test sequence with a control sequence and sampling from among the available sites in both sequences.
Searching a database for matches to motifs
Once a motif or a group of motifs is found, it is often informative to search through a database for additional matching sequences. Given an alignment corresponding to a specific motif, a profile can be constructed by the method of Gribskov et al. (1987 Gribskov et al. ( , 1990 , using linear weighting and a blosum62 scoring matrix (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992) . To determine the probability ps of obtaining an (ungapped) profile score of at least s for a specific sequence segment, we use the method of Staden (1989) , which sums the probabilities associated with every possible segment having a score greater than or equal to s. That is, where ri is the residue at position i in the segment, w is the length of the segment, qr is the frequency of residue r in the database, Si,r is the score corresponding to position i and residue r in the profile, and (s 5 C,Yl Si,ri) is a boolean statement having value 1 if true and value 0 if false. (The Staden method computes ps using an efficient recursive algorithm that requires integer profile scores.) Because ps is determined using the high-est scoring segment in a given sequence, however, a simple Bonferroni adjustment for multiple hypotheses (Weisberg, 1985) is applied by multiplying p s by the number of segments examined (i.e., by P -w + 1, where P is the sequence length).
If the motif is internally repeated, a more general form of this method can be used to estimate the probability of finding at least R repeats with scores of at least s. This is done by modeling each hit as a Poisson random event with an expectation of h = ( P -w + l ) x p , .
The probability of finding at least R such repeats in a sequence is then given by
In order to better determine the optimum number of repeats, Equation 7 is applied to all R over some prespecified range from Rmin to R,,, (for example, from 2 to 10 repeats). To adjust for multiple R , this probability is multiplied by or 2R-Rm1n if R = R,,,
according to the weighting scheme of Neuwald and Green (1994) . Note, however, that in this case, some caution is needed in interpreting significant hits involving highly similar repeats because the probability is based not only on the distinguishing features of the motif but also on the number of repeats.
For searches involving multiple motifs occurring in a specific order, the individual motifs are linked into a single profile, and, for each sequence in the database, a linear arrangement of nonoverlapping segments with a maximum score s is found. Calculation of ps is then similar to the single motif case, except that psis adjusted for the number of ways that the segments can be selected, that is, by multiplying by where k is the number of motifs.
For each of these cases, a second Bonferroni adjustment is made for the number of sequences in the database. (Note that all of the probability adjustments are conservative.)
Implementation
The motif sampling and database motif search methods described above were implemented as the C language programs GIBBS and SCAN, respectively. (The original Gibbs site sampler is retained as a GIBBS program option.) The default setting for w,,, in the GIBBS program is 5 times the number of columns C in the motif model; final alignments are based on 2,000 near-optimum samples. The method of Claverie and States (1993) has been incorporated into the GIBBS program in order to allow optional masking of low complexity regions (Wootton & Federhen, 1993) . A C language program PURGE implements a method to reduce sequence redundancy in protein sets. PURGE first computes the maximal segment pair score for every pair of sequences in the input set using a blosum62 scoring matrix (MSP scores are defined by Altschul et al. [1990] ). Then it iteratively removes the sequence in the set having the most MSP scores at or above a specified cutoff scores, until only sequences having pairwise MSP scores less than s remain. The source code for these programs is available via anonymous ftp at ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.
